CLion 1.2 RC, build 143.379
Code: Completion

Bug

CPP-4701

Completion with typed text from the middle of the standard CMake
variable doesn't work

Bug

CPP-4589

set(<complete>) suggests irrelevant options

Bug

CPP-4670

Completion inside CMake literals shows at the beginning of the literal

Task

CPP-4582

Complete variables after second Cmd+Space

Code: Find Usages

Feature

CPP-3186

Find usages for template parameters and 'Unused template parameter'
inspection

Code: Generation

Bug

CPP-4735

Exception when trying to generate constructor without selecting properly
a base class constructor

Usability

CPP-4762

Live templates for CMake should work in proper contexts

Bug

CPP-3462

False error about missing constructor in copy-list-initialization

Bug

CPP-851

Excess elements in scalar initializer for unions

Bug

CPP-1281

Faulty unreachable code inspection in for(;;) loop

Bug

CPP-1516

Incorrectly flag 'override' on defaulted destructor as error

Usability

CPP-232

missing return from 'int main()' should not be reported as a problem

Feature

CPP-2565

Rename template parameters

Bug

CPP-4417

[Regression] Extract variable for string literal creates variable of type
char[<length>] instead of const char*

Bug

CPP-294

Unable to change signature for operators [], << etc

Debugger

Bug

CPP-4556

Environment variables configured incorrectly when launched under
debug

Debugger: GDB

Performance CPP-4682

GDB driver creates extra gdb variables while stepping

IDE Preferences

Usability

CPP-4733

IDE should not warn about non-Apple Java 6 JVM anymore

Unit Testing: Google
Test

Feature

CPP-4700

Run Google Test Suite/Test from "Run Configuration" dialog

Feature

CPP-4699

Run Google test from context

CSS

Bug

IDEA-146227 Using "Comment with Line Comment" in a JavaFX CSS file may create a
problematic comment section

Diff_Merge

Bug

IDEA-146222 "Compare file with editor" compares with wrong editor if multiple
windows are open

Bug

IDEA-145925 "Go to changed file" popup (in Show Diff window) do not remember size
change

Bug

IDEA-90072

Bug

IDEA-146182 Selection hangs for plain text file

Bug

IDEA-145940 Selecting RegEx for Find/Replace forces Words checkbox selection and
disables it. Making regex match only whole words. WT@#$@#?

Bug

IDEA-145788 Intellij instance becomes unresponsive very frequently

Bug

IDEA-145646 Weird undo behavior with 'introduce field' postfix template

Bug

IDEA-128385 kill to word end deletes past end of line

Code: Highlighting
and Inspections

Code: Refactorings

Editor. Editing Text

Faux italics used for some fonts with true italics available

Performance IDEA-145521 PsiMultiReference.getRangeInElement shouldn't resolve unless needed
Usability

IDEA-145359 Reformat Code does not move horizontal scroll position to 0

Exception

IDEA-145972 Cyclic dependency exception in RemoteDesktopDetector class

File System

Feature

IDEA-133292 fsnotifier is still 32 bit

Find, Replace, Find
Usages

Bug

IDEA-145767 Search hotkey no longer focuses searchbox when searchbox is open

Indices

Bug

IDEA-145951 Tests not starting

Packaging and
Installation

Bug

IDEA-144424 Latest EAP fails to update

Bug

IDEA-145547 Exception dialog while applying 14.1.5 patch

Bug

IDEA-146469 IDEA with bundled JDK on OS X has incorrect Info.plist settings that
prevent dynamic switching between graphics cards

Bug

IDEA-140558 "Check for update" only proposes to upgrade using patch when invoked
several times

Cosmetics

IDEA-86876

Bug

IDEA-112093 White stripes in Status Bar

Bug

IDEA-146007 'Hiding' actions shouldn't affect 'Windowed' toolwindows

Bug

IDEA-146168 Resizing splitted tabs shouldn't start drag

Bug

IDEA-145845 Mac OS: Default L&F: some of the number pickers have disappeared

Bug

IDEA-145771 Mac OS: Default L&F: Run/Debug Configurations combobox doesn't fit
toolbar's height

Bug

IDEA-125302 The Analyze Stacktrace menu option remembers only one log file across
multiple projects

Bug

IDEA-145827 Icon is 'blinking' for the file being edited

Bug

IDEA-145843 Mac OS: Default L&F: "More Info" icon in "Build Variants" Android tool
window looks bad

Bug

IDEA-144184 Hit target for the editor window splitters is too small in WebStorm 11
EAP

Bug

IDEA-138300 Settings dialog doesn't detect changes unless changing focus

Usability

IDEA-145126 an option to hide 'tool window' buttons

Usability

IDEA-127938 Branch menu "random" location when launched by keymap

Usability

IDEA-146491 Do not handle snapshots on EDT

Cosmetics

IDEA-145711 MacOSX: Default L&F: default File Colors (for Test and Non-ProjectFiles
scopes - Yellow and Green) are nearly white

Cosmetics

IDEA-145688 MacOSX: Default L&F: hidden password looks ugly

Bug

IDEA-145775 Shelved changes missing pluralization

Bug

IDEA-145846 Set active changelist: do not show unnecessary "Select changelist"
dialog

Bug

IDEA-142197 "Show directories with changed descendants" does not work

Bug

IDEA-145083 IntelliJ does not prompt for new password on auth fails

Bug

IDEA-146051 Keyboard shortcuts do not work in Clone Repository window

Bug

IDEA-145811 [GIT] No information about not commited changes on pull

Bug

IDEA-142753 Error updating changes: fatal: '...' is outside repository

Usability

IDEA-146142 New "Rebase" feature in the branches menu is not intuitive

Exception

IDEA-146133 Exception i Git integration

User Interface

Version Control

Version Control. Git

Patch size information is misleading

